
Unraveling the Genius Tactics of Erich Von
Manstein, Hitler's Master Strategist
During World War II, Adolf Hitler's Nazi Germany had an array of brilliant military
minds. One name that stands out among them is Erich Von Manstein, a potent
strategist acclaimed for his unparalleled military tactics and strategic genius.
Manstein held a crucial place in the annals of warfare and left an indelible mark
on military history.

The German general, born on November 24, 1887, came from a prestigious
military background. His father, Eduard von Lewinski, served as an army officer,
instilling in Manstein a deep-rooted passion for the military. Erich von Manstein's
relentless pursuit of perfection in military strategy and his unmatched ability to
adapt to changing circumstances set him apart from many of his peers.

Early Life and Military Career

Manstein's military journey began with his attendance at a cadet school in
Karlsruhe, where he honed his skills and prepared for the challenges ahead. His
extraordinary abilities quickly became apparent, leading to his commission in the
German Army in 1906. Manstein climbed the military ladder steadily,
demonstrating his brilliance at various levels of command and distinguishing
himself as a strategic prodigy.
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Manstein's involvement in the First World War further shaped his military acumen.
He served on both the Eastern and Western Fronts, showcasing his ability to
devise innovative strategies for attaining victory. It was during this conflict that
Manstein developed his unique style of warfare, combining maneuver warfare
with the principles of Blitzkrieg, which would later become his trademark weapon
against German foes.

Mastering the Art of Strategy: The Manstein Plan

Manstein's strategic prowess reached its zenith during World War II. One of his
most famous contributions was the Manstein Plan, a brilliantly conceived strategy
that delivered crushing blows to the Allied forces and allowed Germany to regain
momentum in the war. This plan was instrumental in the Third Battle of Kharkov in
1943, which showcased Manstein's exceptional understanding of the operational
and tactical dimensions of warfare.

The Manstein Plan involved a combination of reliable intelligence, rapid
maneuvering, and overwhelming force concentration. This strategy relied on
unexpected movements and relentless assaults, aiming to exploit weaknesses
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and disrupt the enemy's lines of communication. The effectiveness of the plan
propelled Manstein into the league of elite military strategists.

A Game-Changing Military Tactical Brilliance

What set Manstein apart from his contemporaries was his ability to innovate in
the heat of battle. He revolutionized the concept of mobile warfare, incorporating
tanks, artillery, and infantry into a synchronized force that struck fear into the
hearts of his adversaries. Manstein's tanks spearheaded his victorious
campaigns and ensured German dominance on the battlefield.

Another notable achievement of Manstein was the successful execution of the
encirclements at Kiev and Smolensk in 1941. These surreptitious maneuvers
resulted in the capture of thousands of enemy troops, disarraying the opposition's
formations and paving the way for further German advances. Such maneuvers
demonstrated Manstein's extraordinary ability to outmaneuver and outfox his
opponents with meticulous planning and flawless execution.

Legacy and Controversies

Despite his military brilliance, Manstein's legacy is marred by his association with
the Nazi regime. He played a significant role in implementing Hitler's destructive
policies, including the invasion of Poland and the Holocaust. Though Manstein
claimed to be unaware of the atrocities committed under the Nazi regime, many
historians argue that his high-ranking position would have undoubtedly exposed
him to these acts.

After the war, Manstein faced prosecution for war crimes but was ultimately
acquitted due to insufficient evidence. However, his reputation never fully
recovered, and he remained a divisive figure in historical discourse. Some view



him as a military genius, while others condemn him for his involvement in Hitler's
regime.

Erich Von Manstein's military brilliance and strategic acumen cannot be denied.
He left an indelible mark on the annals of history, revolutionizing warfare through
his innovative tactics and battlefield maneuvering. The Manstein Plan and his
extraordinary ability to outthink and outmaneuver his adversaries solidified his
position as one of the finest military strategists of his time. However, it is essential
to recognize the controversial aspects of his legacy and thoroughly examine the
impact of his actions within the context of Nazi Germany.
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A selection of the Military Book Club: An “informative and objective” biography of
a genius commander and a study of his loyalty to the Nazi cause (Library
Journal).
 
To many close students of World War II, Erich von Manstein is considered the
greatest commander of the war, if not the entire twentieth century. He devised the
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plan that conquered France in 1940 and led an infantry corps in that campaign. At
the head of a panzer corps, he reached the gates of Leningrad in 1941, then took
command of 11th Army and conquered Sevastopol and the Crimea. After
destroying another Soviet army in the north, he was given command of the ad
hoc Army Group Don to retrieve the German calamity at Stalingrad, whereupon
he launched a counteroffensive that, against all odds, restored the German front.
Afterward, he commanded Army Group South, nearly crushing the Soviets at
Kursk, and then skillfully resisted their relentless attacks as he traded territory for
coherence in the East.
 
Though an undoubtedly brilliant military leader—whose achievements,
considering the forces at his disposal, rivaled of Patton, Rommel, MacArthur, and
Montgomery—surprisingly little is known about Manstein himself, save for his
own memoir and the accolades of his contemporaries. In this book, we finally
have a full portrait of the man, including his campaigns, and an analysis of what
precisely kept a genius like Manstein harnessed to such a dark cause.
 
A great military figure, but a man who lacked a sharp political sense, Manstein
was very much representative of the Germano-Prussian military caste of his time.
Though Hitler was uneasy about the influence he’d gained throughout the
German Army, Manstein ultimately declined to join any clandestine plots against
his Führer, believing they would simply cause chaos, the one thing he abhorred.
Though he constantly opposed Hitler on operational details, he considered it a
point of loyalty to simply stand with the German state, in whatever form. Though
not bereft of personal opinions, his primary allegiances were, first, to Deutschland
and, second, to the soldiers under his command, who’d been committed against
an enemy many times their strength.
 
It is thus through Manstein that the attitudes of other high-ranking officers who



fought during the Second World War, particularly on the Eastern Front, can be
illuminated. This book is a “well-researched, convincingly reasoned analysis of a
general widely considered one of WWII’s great commanders” (Publishers
Weekly).
 
Includes photographs.
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